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Report:
Diffuse scattering data on Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PMN) (100) and PMN (110) under
applied electric field have been succsesfully collected during alocated beamtime (3 shifts).
Crystals of PMN were prepared according to the following procedure:
- determination of a crystal orientation with a test diffraction experiment;
- sawing of a thin wafer along desired direction (in our case [100] and [110]);
- grinding of the wafer until it will have acquired a “pen-like” shape;
- polishing of prepared crystal down to 100μm size in thickness and several millimeters in
length;
- etching of the crystal with HCl acid.
Diffraction experiments were carried out with using special in-situ cell (fig.1)
modified for temperature range 300-500K. Mapping of reciprocal space has been done with
pixel Pilatus-2M detector with 0.10 step.

Figure 1. In-situ electric cell for diffraction experiments (SNBL BM01A).
First, the electric field was applied along [100] direction. Diffuse scattering intensity
along directions parallel to <001> and <100> shows an isotropic suppression of intensity
about 10% at 15kV/cm (fig.2) accompanied with an increase of Bragg intensity of (00-1)
node (fig.3).

Figure 2. Relative intensity of integral intensity along <001> and <100> cubic directions.
Electric field is applied along [100] cubic direction.

Figure 3. Integral intensity of Bragg (00-1). Electric field is applied along [100] cubic
direction.
When the field was applied along [110] direction. Diffuse scattering intensity along
directions parallel to <101> and <10-1> shows also nearly isotropic but much less expressed
suppression of intensity only about 2% at 15kV/cm (fig.4).

Figure 4. Relative intensity of integral intensity along <101> and <10-1> cubic directions.
Electric field is applied along [110] cubic direction.
At variance with Pb(Zn1/3Nb2/3)O3 (PZN) relaxor where strong and highly anisotropic
behaviour of diffuse scattering under field is reported [1], our data for PMN relaxor show
much less change under field. We have recently done at dielectric measurements under field,
the data will be analysed together with diffraction results to get more inside of the
microscopic nature of relaxor behaviour.
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